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I strongly object to the Thunderbolt Energy Hub Proposal Windfarm at Kyabra as this will impact on my health, 
lifestyle and way of life. 

I am a neighbour of Kyabra station and do not want to be subjected to the infrasound, shadow flicker and red 
night lights that will be visible in the night sky which at present, I am able to enjoy uninterrupted views of the 
starscape. 

The views from my home are spectacular and this project will ruin it. 

The general disruption is of great concern, dust caused by extra trucks and traffic  and the amount of pre-
preparation involved. 

The environmental impact on the endangered species located within our area comes under the auspices of 

the State and Federal government which has declared the New England a wildlife refuge area and allocated 
millions of dollars to maintain natural habitat for the koalas and other endangered species. This seems to be a 
conflict of interest and total waste of money. 

Risk of wildfire is of major concern and aerial support will not be possible due to a three kilometre no fly zone 
which puts at great risk my property and family safety. 

I also object to the misinformation and lack of research concerning effects on human health, livestock health 
and ability to reproduce healthy offspring.  

Many of these concerns are not addressed in the assessment report or consent document. I have read these  
reports and could not find TRUTHFUL ANSWERS TO MY  CONCERNS. 

I recommend  the IPC reject this proposal. If it has the misfortune to be approved, the development consent 
document must be modified to remove these listed impacts. 


